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“Ah? Really?”

Everyone was stunned.

Looking around.

“Yes, there really is!”

Suddenly a voice came.

I saw a figure appear from above a towering tree.

Jiao Tianyu! ! !

He is now showing his breath without reservation.

God! ! !
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“Yes, there really is!”

There was another voice.

Ning Jinye appeared out of thin air.

Another god.

No, super god!

Everyone can clearly feel that Jiao Tianyu, Ning Jinye’s aura is much stronger
than those of the gods in Tianshensi.

It feels like they can smash the gods of Tenjinsi!

“And I!”

Zheng Haobo also appeared.

“I!”
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“And I!”

…

A voice sounded, and a figure appeared.

Around, there are figures everywhere.

And they are no longer the usual, undisguised breath.

The terrible atmosphere was all diffused.

Be caught off guard.

The key is where these figures are hidden, the forces do not know at all.

It turned out that so many strong people were hiding under their noses.

“One, two…”

Everyone started to count.

Eighty people!

A full eighty super gods!

Much more terrifying than the gods.

Still so many.

unimaginable!

They have more than 60 people who can fight the gods temporarily, so they can’t
be proud.

He also threatened Levi Garrison.

This time, eighty people, far more than the gods, appeared.

How are they fighting?

Don’t let people blow their heads out one by one?

The key is who are these?

I don’t know any of them!



These are hidden forces hiding in deep mountains and virgin forests.

How do you know about Jiao Tianyu and the others?

Even if other people see it, they may not believe it.

In the past, one of the least favored groups in Kunlun College turned out to be
outrageously strong one by one.

However this is not the end.

Even just getting started.

There were still people who continued to come.

“The Holy Gold Mercenary Group is here!”

Suddenly a group of forces appeared from the rear.

One by one, the aura is lingering, and the murderous aura is rampant.

It turned out to be the Holy Gold mercenary organization that was hired by Levi
Garrison to “rob”!

After they got Levi Garrison’s resources, now there are more gods, and the
overall strength of the strong has also risen.

And there are more.

“The Eternal Frozen Mercenary Group is here!”

Another group of mercenary organizations appeared from the rear.

“The Black StormMercenary Group is here!”

“Desert Eagle Mercenary Group is here!”

…

One after another, mercenary organizations appeared behind these forces.

Unpredictable.

“The Doomsday Mercenary Group is here!!!”

The most powerful doomsday mercenary group is here.



Once they were fifty gods.

But now with Levi Garrison’s resources, rapid development has been added.

There are now eighty gods!

There are also gods constantly joining in.

These mercenary organizations have 140 or 50 gods.

And there are hundreds of people who can fight against the gods.

Or all in a short period of time.

Plus Jiao Tianyu’s eighty gods.

The number of gods is unimaginable!

And each of them is a god who has experienced hundreds of battles and is
smashed by fists.

It’s not something that the gods spawned in the greenhouse can compare to.

In this battle, all the leaders of the Black Sky Alliance were frightened to death.

Where did this come from? ? ?

Doesn’t it mean that there is no one on Levi Garrison’s side except for the few
heavenly guards?

How come there are so many?
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one by one!

They are even stronger gods!

They couldn’t figure out why Levi Garrison had so many gods to help.

Of course, Jiao Tianyu followed Levi Garrison.

As for these employment organizations, Levi Garrison called them to help him
investigate those mysterious forces.



I never thought that these unlucky bastards from the Black Sky Alliance would
come.

“Can I always take a break today?”

Levi Garrison looked at them and asked.

“Of course, leave it to us today!”
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Everyone shouted.

Levi Garrison was really too lazy to move.

Let him clean up all the cats and dogs.

He is really annoying.

The king of evil gu, who can torture gods into scum, was also smashed by him
with one punch.

Others are less interested.

So he still lays down.

I’m too lazy to move!

Anyway, there are people who solve the problem, and there are still many.

Now he can lie down and sleep.

…

But the forces of the Black Sky Alliance were all stunned.

One by one at a loss.

surrounded!

If you want to run, you can’t run!

No one wants this!

They were actually surrounded.

Incredible!
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Surrounding them are the per capita gods’ combat power.

And those who are truly gods are stronger than ordinary gods.

How to fight this?

“Hey, we haven’t come together yet…”

Levi Garrison let out a long sigh.

“boom!!!”

At this time, a storm suddenly swept the audience.

Levi Garrison’s expression changed.

The strength of this person should be comparable to that of the King of Evil Gu
who has become the most poisonous Gu.

Too bad it’s not his enemy.

Otherwise, he is still a little bit interested.

As soon as this person appeared, a terrifying aura filled the air, crushing the
audience.

Including a group of people such as Jiao Tianyu before.

Got to be crushed by this guy!

This is definitely the strongest god that more than a dozen employment
organizations have ever seen!

There isn’t one!

Levi Garrison and the others have never seen it before, and they all look like
ordinary people.

But the gods have seen a lot of them and killed a lot of them.

More of their own brothers died at the hands of the gods.

But this is the first time I have seen such a powerful god.

For a long time, everyone has known that there is a gap between the gods.

But this is the first time I have seen such a big difference.



So f*cking strong!

For others, not many gods have been seen.

But I have experienced the king of evil gu who has become the strongest evil gu.

The figure that appeared in front of him had an aura that was very close to the
King of Evil Gus.

Soon, a figure descended from the sky.

“Fire Cloud Evil God!!!”

Jiao Tianyu and the others still recognized them.

Just didn’t think that Huoyun Evil God was so powerful?

And they could also feel that the Huoyun Evil God was also the most basic
technique of Levi Garrison that they practiced with.

powerful!

Really too strong!

“Mr. Ye, here I come!”

After the Fire Cloud Evil God landed, he shouted at Levi Garrison.

Levi Garrison was lying on the comfortable seat and scolded: “I’m sleeping,
what’s the noise? Hurry up and solve it for me!”

“okay!”

Fire Cloud Evil God smiled.

Everyone’s atmosphere was cheerful and harmonious.

But the forces of the Black Sky Alliance are about to cry.

What the hell is going on here?

It’s a total dimensionality reduction attack!

God does not say so much!

They are all supernatural beings!



How does this play?

Where could I have imagined that, with the Qinglong guards around Levi Garrison,
a group of more powerful ones came.

Who is this Levi Garrison?

Why are there some perverts around?

Now they seem to understand a little bit about how Levi Garrison’s resources
came from”

With such a strong team, they went directly to the forbidden area to dig out.

However, they still had limited imagination and did not think of Levi Garrison.

This is more terrifying than they imagined!

As long as you enter the forbidden area with Levi Garrison, you can take the
treasures of heaven and earth and aura crystals casually, which is much easier
than picking mushrooms.

The Huoyun Evil God looked at the major forces, and said coldly, “You guys want
to grab resources, right?”

The terrifying breath spread out, like a huge wave.

“We…we don’t have it, how dare we?”

“We just came to visit out of curiosity…”

“Yeah, if I’m not mistaken, it’s a tree, right?”

Someone stared at a big tree and said.

…

These forces are going to be frightened and start to talk nonsense incoherently?

Who is not dumbfounded by such a scene?
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“You’re not a good thing, either. Burning, killing, looting, and doing all kinds of
evil! Just during this period of time, the lives you coaxed out of killing people are
no worse than the king of evil gullibles?”

“Yes, in fact, this group of people are a group of scourges who kill people without
blinking an eye! All of them are virtuous pretending to be gentlemen!”

“Today, let’s get rid of harm for the people!”

…

Jiao Tianyu and the others said.

The Huoyun Evil God stood at the front and said coldly: “Brothers, today I have
wrapped up these people. They are all mine!”

But as soon as these words came out, the others did not agree.

“That won’t work! Everyone must have a share!”

“kill!”
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…

Next, Jiao Tianyu’s 80 people and Huoyun Evil God attacked in an all-round way.

The hiring organizations surrounding the Black Sky Alliance behind them did not
directly act.

However, they were guarding the rear, and if anyone ran, they would kill.

A completely crushing and hanging battle began.

All kinds of mourning sounded here.

Levi Garrison, who was sleeping, shouted impatiently, “f*ck me, hurry up, it’s so
noisy! Hurry up and fix it.”

“okay!”

Everyone who received the signal accelerated their speed.

Don’t give this group a chance to react.

Just a minute.
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These forces of the Black Sky Alliance, no one is standing.

All killed!

These scumbags don’t deserve to survive!

So this is what Levi Garrison allowed!

The main combat power of this “massacre” is still the Huoyun Evil God and Jiao
Tianyu.

The hiring organizations outside were just watching.

But they were frightened by Jiao Tianyu’s terrified fighting power.

too strong!

Not even the strongest doomsday mercenary organization!

Can’t beat it at all.

It took a little more time to clean up everyone.

Everything is clean.

As if they never came.

The Evil God of Fire Cloud came to Levi Garrison to reminisce.

“Old evil grows very fast!”

Levi Garrison smiled.

“I have to continue to work hard. Compared with you, I’m almost 108,000 miles
away!”

Standing in front of Levi Garrison, Huoyun Evil God felt as small as a speck of
dust.

“If I don’t do it, you will be invincible!”

Levi Garrison joked.

It can be seen that because Levilia has solved half of the poison, he is in a good
mood.

Otherwise, there would be no time to joke around with the Evil God of Fire
Cloud.



That is impossible.

“Levilia’s poison is about to be solved. It’s much easier now than before. You have
released a reward order again, and I believe someone will provide a solution
soon!”

Fire Cloud Evil God glanced at Levilia.

But at this moment, God’s Brain said: “The situation is not good!”

Everyone looked over and asked, “What’s wrong?”

“It’s not because of the bounty! There are many people who want to come to
trade, but they are all killed! That’s why we haven’t received trade requests from
others until now!”

said the brain of God.

Not wrong.

It’s been a while since they released a bounty.

But so far no one really came.

Doctor Dark and they are still strange.

Someone had stopped it before, but at least someone came.

What’s the situation now?

No one came.

“Hydra has just released a message – anyone who wants to detoxify Levilia and
accept a reward order will be killed without mercy!!!

The Zhanxiong National team sent 800 gods to snipe all over the world!

Anyone who dares to accept the bounty will be killed! Too many people have died
so far, and no one dares to come! “

The Brain of God has a terrific message.

“Obviously, Hydra started desperately to stop Levilia from detoxifying!
Zhanxiong Nation is also a strong support! No matter the cost! Sending eight
gods will explain everything!”

Doctor Dark sighed.



“Damn, are Hydra and War Bear Country courting death?”

When they heard this, they all refused.
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“You have to f*ck them directly! Otherwise, they will all kick their noses in the
face! Damn it!”

“Zhanxiong Nation is also, I swear to death with Hydra!”

…

Jiao Tianyu and the others were all pissed off.

I can’t wait to kill it directly.

“Not only that! There are also mysterious forces who are also hunting down
those who receive the reward!”

“And there’s more than one mysterious force! It doesn’t seem like there are
fewer people sent than Hydra!”

“Everyone who received the bounty was slaughtered! Now everyone is afraid! No
one dares to come!”

…
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The Brain of God continued.

The situation was worse than they thought.

Hydra, War Bear Kingdom, and the mysterious forces really do whatever it takes.

Invisibly, a tacit understanding was also formed.

If one party can’t kill it, or if it can’t be found, the other party will kill it.

If this goes on, everyone will be slaughtered.

In the past, I tried to stop it as much as possible, but there was no way to stop it.

And Hydra is not very worried about these.
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After all, the poison in Levilia is too terrifying.

Not easy to solve.

Or in other words, it can’t be solved at all.

So they don’t have to worry too much, just try their best to prevent this
possibility.

But now it’s different.

Levilia half of the poison has been detoxified.

Then the next step is really easy, if you continue to let Levi Garrison use this kind
of reward order.

It’s really easy to get rid of the poison.

Therefore, Hydra will stop at all costs.

The same is true for the corresponding organization of revenge Hydra and
mysterious forces.

At this moment, the three parties reached an unanimous goal – stop Levilia from
detoxifying at all costs.

This time, even if someone in Daxia came to accept the reward, they would do
the same.

Really crazy!

Do all you can to stop it!

Levi Garrison was not surprised by this result.

This is also the reason why he announced the bounty in such a high-profile
manner.

The purpose is to force them out and let them stop.

That way they will show their feet.

to find out their identities.

In particular, Levi Garrison was troubled by the forces that destroyed the
blood-changing records, the forces that used the 100,000-year-old snow lotus as
an excuse to deceive resources, and the forces that controlled the genius doctor.



This time he must find out!

“Hurry up and inform the Empire of Never Setting Sun, and the Underworld God,
and they have begun to check it out for me! I don’t believe they can escape! Be
sure to check it out for me!”

What Levi Garrison was waiting for was their desperate actions.

That way there will be traces.

But how could he not be angry about these forces preventing his daughter from
detoxifying?

In order not to let a child detoxify, the War Bear Kingdom did not hesitate to
send eight hundred gods!

You must know that the Apocalypse Empire, the third largest in the power list,
only has more than 100 gods!

This made Levi Garrison murderous!

Everyone else was angry and couldn’t bear to watch.

How can he be seen as a father?

But he kept saving, and finally these guys came in a big wave.

Once you wait for Levilia, it will be a wave of general accounts!

“Very good! Hydra, Zhanxiong Nation, you all dance!”

Levi Garrison said coldly: “Wait! I will go to War Bear Country! There will be that
day! Levilia’s poison is about to be cured, and this day is not far away!”

“When the time comes, I will see Zhanxiong Kingdom, what are you using to
protect Hydra?”

“Whoever stops me, I will kill! How many gods do you have?”

“I’m going to kill all the Hydra people in front of you!”

…

Now Levi Garrison is looking forward to it.

I didn’t expect it before because the poison in Levilia made no progress.

But it’s different now.



Levilia’s poison is half solved, and it won’t take much time to get rid of it all.

Others are also looking forward to it.

Even the picture came to my mind.

At that time, Levi Garrison came to Zhanxiong Kingdom alone.

One man kills Siberia! ! !

Even they clenched their fists, looking forward to it more than Levi Garrison!
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